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The Onlooker

a news mF~ for North Dakota

Volume Two. Number 15

August 10 through September 4, 1976

Copyright 1976, by Mike Jacobs

Roltert McCamey: Pnsent at the primary

THE PRIMARY ELECTION:
North Dakota's thirty fifth primary election will
take place Tuesday, September 7.
Although the ballot is crowded with constitutional
amendments, it is almost wholly lacking in personalities. Only one state office is seriously contended,
and that is so far down the ballot that many voters
may miss it.
This is also the first primary ballot in eight years
not graced by the name of Bismarck automobile
dealer Robert McCarney, the most controversial
political personality of the past decade. In 1968 and
1972, McCarney ran for governor. In 1970, he ran for
Congress and in 1974 for the U.S. Senate. But this
year, he is not a candidate for public office.

Nevertheless, McCarney haunts the ballot.

Olson believes it is clear, however, that the
measure cannot be "an absolute limitation" because
the legislature would be authorized by Section 25 of
the state constitution to "increase {or decrease) that
level of spending by amendment or repeal of the
initiated measure pursuant to a two thirds vote of all
members elected to each house of the legislature."
Olson's opinion came in answer to a query from Rep.
Dean Winkjer of Williston, a Republican.

do. Whether such an election could be legal.
regardless of the outcome, seems an interesting
question which the courts would have to settle- were
it ever to be asked. Of course, should the measure
pass. an attempt might be made to force its
provision& on the 1975 biennial budget, notwithstand·
ing McCarney's agreement that it does not apply.
Any citize n could bring an action demanding the law
be enforced.

The attorney general has also ruled that the

Should a court determine that the law must be
enforced as it is written--that is, limiting spending £or
the 1975 through 1977 biennium--a second snare may
trap the state's functionaries.
The constitution provides that only the legislature
can make appropriations of the state's money. But
the legislat'Jre does not meet until January, 1977,
three full months after the measure becomes

measure will not apply to appropriations for the
current biennium.
In an opinion for Rep. Earl
Strinden, a Republican from Grand Forks and the
majority leader of the House of Representatives, and
for Director of Institutions Edward Klecker, Olson
said, "We do not believe the initiated measure
limiting expenditures to $332 million would apply to

,

McCarney haunts the ballot
With five associates, he initiated a meas1.1re to limit
state spending. Joining McCarney in the petition
drive were Joe Fischer, Stanley Kwako and John T.
Cartwright of Bismarck, Ross Cook of Mohall and Jim
Connall; of Dunn Center. It is their measure which
has drawn the most vigorous activity of the primary
election campaign.

A Iimi t?
•
0 r QU I d e 1•I n e ?.
•

Actually, the measure is less than it appears to be.
Already, the attorney general has ruled that thl'
measure cannot accomplish what its title claims . And
McCarney has ba('ked away from calling the measurl'
a spending limit. Rather, he says, it is a "guidelint•.'"
The primary ballots will identify the proposal a-.
"Initialed Measure Number One," but it will occup~
seventh place on the ballot, following six constitutional amendments. The measure·s full ballot titlt• i..,
"An act to limit the amount of money appropriatl'Cl
from the general fund for the operation of tht•
government of the state of North Dakota to the total
sum of $332 million for each of the biennial
appropriations periods beginning July 1, 1975, an1I

ending June 30, 1977: and beginning July 1, 1977
and ending June 30, 1979."
Those who wish to cul state spending in this way
should vote yes, to pass the measure.
Those
opposing the proposal should vote no. A no vote
would allow the legislature to continue to appr.opriate
money from the general fund at whatever rate a
majority of membe.rs see fit. Results of a yes vote
are less certair1, but at the least, passage of the
measure would force the legislature to respond to
McCarney's iatest political gambit.
The actual effect of the measure·s passage. is
clouded in uncertainty and obscured by the
vehemen('e of the attack on the proposa l and its
sponsors.
We'll try to examine all this soberly.

First. according lo the attorney general, the
measure cannot do what it claims for the first
hiennium. which is now half passed . and the
legislature can repeal or amend the limitation for the
second biennium, which begins in 10 months, by a
two thirds vote of its entire membership.
This mean s. McCarney has said, that voters are
not really being asked to limjt state spending to $332

appropriation measures and governmental activities

during the 1975 through 1977 biennium despite the
statements contained therein."
The opinion rests largely on sections of the
constitution holding that appropriation of money is a
valid function of the legislature and forbidding
impairment of contracts. Olson wrote:
"'The initiated measure, for the purpose of this
biennium, would attempt to affect approprialions bills already enacted and constitutionally
effe~tive. If. the measure were to be enacted
and 1f the legislature were to meet and attempt
to reduce the current appropriations in
compliance therewith, it is conceivable that by
such time moneys in excess of $332 million
might already have been expended. It seems
obvious that those moneys already expended,
although in excess of that permitted, could not
be recovered if, at the time the expenditures
were made, such expenditures were legal as
being within the sums appropriated.

This remains an unsettled question.
Attorney
General Allen I. Olson said he hasn't had a chance to
examine the opposing view points and that his
opinion would be only advisory in any case. Any final
resolution of the problem would have to come from
the state's courts.
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Now, under the constitution, only the governor can
call a special session. Suppose he chose not to do so.
Could the courts direct where cuts in spending should
be made? Or could the governor simple order cuts?
This is the course which Link's administration
appears to be pursuing. Budget Analyst Dale Moug,
who is now acting as director of the accounts and
purchases department, has said that the administration's philosophy is that if cuts must be made, all
departments, agencies, instituions and functions of
the state which are supported by money Crom the
general fund would be treated alike. Each would
have to reduce its budget 25 per cent. "This office
believes each department should suffer equally,"
Moug said.

An uncertain result

"As to those sums which were appropriated

and, while not yet actually expended, are
committed by contract, we believe there is
considerable doubt the legislature could repeal
those appropriations. Section 16 of the North
Dakota Constitution provides that no bill of
attainder, ex post facto law, or law impairing
obligations of contracts shall ever be passed.
This provision is applicable to initiative
measures as well as enactments of tbe
legislature. Thus, if the legislature were to
attempt to repeal an appropriation under which
a contract by a state agency with another party
has been executed, we believe such action
might well be considered in violation of Section
16 of the North Dakota Constitution.
"In this respect, an agency has authority to
enter into contracts for the expenditure at the
time that appropriation becomes legally available. Since the bulk of appropriations were
legally available on July 1, 1975, we believe
neither the initiated measure nor any future
action by the legislature attemptini to repeal
the appropriation could affect thost contracts
requiring an expenditure of that appro
prialions."
McCarney said he ··concurs fully" with Olson's
opinion. "'The measure is not retroactive."

A misleading question

million, hut to suggest that figure as a ceiling. ln
What this means is that voters will be choosing not
McCarney·s scenario, the legislature would simply v. hether to cut spending for the current biennium, as
appropriate money until the $332 million figure were the ballot title implies. but whether to impose a
reached, then approve additional expenditures by a· limit on appropriations for the biennrnm beginning
two thirds vote.
July I, 1977.
Not all observers accept this suggestion . Instead,
they argue, the legislature could repeal the initiated
meas ure by a two thirds vote, therehy effe('lively
removing the limitation. Or, the assembly could
amend the limit upward by a two thirds vote. But
the legislature could not construe the passage of th e
measure to require a two thirds vote on each
appropriation above $332 million .

effective (which, because it contains no other
provision for effective date, is 30 days after approval
of the voters, or October 7).

Olson said his "impression is that the ballot title is
not incorre('t. The tex·t or the measure does s uggest
what the title maintains the measure will do . The
text. not t he constitutionality of the action, is the
bac:.ic:. of the ballot title, Olson said.
Hl' added.
however, '"The courts may ultimately be called upon
to resolve this problem.'" Olson·s offi('e approved the
title, which was suggested by the senetary of stall',
after the attorney general had ruled that the measure
could not affect appropriation s for the 1975 through
1977 bieqnium.
And so, the people of North Dakota are called to
vote upon a measure which cannot do what it's
title as much as many voters will read --claims it will

through September 4

So much for the muddle which could occur
immediately after the election, if the measure is
passed. Now, what of the 1977 legislative session?
Could departments get the two thirds vote of the
legislature necessary to pass their appropriations?
Study of the final bill status report issued by the
Legislative Council indicates that nearly all appropriation measures in the 1975 session were passed by at
least a two thirds vote.
Many passed nearly
unanimously. Whatever opposition arose and
whatever trimming was done occurred chiefly in the
appropriations committees of each house. While this
might indicate that funding state government is a pro
/ormalegislalive funr.tion, opponents of the spending
initiative are not comforted. Wouldn't passage of the
limit be seen as a mandate to cut spending, they ask.
Would funding of controversial, but possibly worth while, programs be hampered? Couldn't critics of a
program simply not vote, thus making two thirds of
all legislators more difficult to secure?
And they point to the experience of the state's
judges. who in 1932 were the object of an initiated
measure limiting salaries. Each time the judges want
more money, they must get two thirds of the
legislators to appropriate it. Several times, they've
failed.
From all this, it's clear that the initiated measure
could be a nightmare for the state. It could bring
long and confusing ('Ourt battles; it could result in
difficulty funding state programs. Taken at face
value, the measure should sharply reduce the state·s
rommitment to a virtually every state service.-except
road building, which is protected by a special,
dt'dicated £und.
But if the attorney general is right and the
measure cannot be made retroactive and if the
measure can be amended by a simple two thirds vote
of all legis lators, as both the attorney gneral and its
cheif sponsor agree it can be, then Initiated Measure
Number One may he pretly nearly meaningless.

A bitter campaign
The ('ampaign again!St Initiated Measure ~umber
One ha s been unu s ually intense and bitter. Elected
state offi('ials, many legislators, county governments,
s<·hool boards and slate agencies
have
become
involved.

Next page, please
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McCarney's wraith scares up official rancor
North Dakota State University President Laurel
D. Loftsgard, an economist, warned that passage of
the me~sure would precipitate a "statewide re·

ress1on.
Richard Hill, professor of education at the
University of North Dakota, called the measure a
"dramatic and romantic intervention" in the state's
affairs which would "create enormous pressures for
increases in local property taxes." The proposal, he
said, "should be defeated and those who offer it
should be repudiated."
Deputy Superintendent of Public Instruction
Howard Snortland distributed a memorandum sug·
gesting how much money each school district would
have to raise locally to offset the loss in state funds if
the measure were passed--and enforced. Twenty six
districts would have to leVy more than 40 additional
mills, he said. One, Couture Number 624 in Rollette
County, would have to levy 4,388 mills against
private preperty in the district to offset ·loss of state
moneys. The district is on the Turtle Mountain
Chippewa Reservation. Most of the land in the
district is held by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in
trust for the tribe.
Geraldine Clapp, a member 9f the State Board of
Higher Education suggested that her department's
budget could be cut 25 per cent by closing North
Dakota State University at Fargo and its branch at
Bottineau. or by closing the University of North
Dakota. The first would arrect 7,400 students. the
second about 8,500. Neither action is permitted
und<'r the North Dakota constitution. "Realistically,
the board is obligated to operate these institutions,
but this serves to point out the effect of piecemeal
reductions" which would be "obviously catastrophic."
Clapp said.

"We also encourage the citizenry to fulfill their
obliglation of participation by direct communication
with their legislators."
"Believing in our form of government, we oppose
Initiated Measure Number One because it is
arbitrary and does not permit the legislature the
financial flexibility necessary to be responsive to the
people."

Willis Van Heuvelan, executive officer of the State
Health Department, said the effect on the State
Hospital at Jamestown would be"devastating." He
said he "shudders to think" what would happen if
funds for immunization programs were cut.
He
added, "We can't tolerate a cut back in environmental
cc;mtrol." Loss of 25 per cent of state funds would
bring a much greater reduction in federal funding of
state programs, he said.
Dale Vollmers, financial officer for the Director of
Institutions, said his department would cut back
services and eliminate 261 positions if t he measure
were approved and enforced.
George Unruh, 11. member of the Social Services
Board for North Dakota, said average monthly family
assistance -- to 11,500 families-- would be cut from $243
to $184.
These remarks (except for Loftsgard's which were
made in a press release} came at a meeting of a
citizens committee examining the proposed spending
cuts. The committee was organized by Republican
legislative leaders, State Sen. David Nething ·and
State Rep. Earl Strinden.
The committee was
chaired by former Republican State Sen. John
Decker of Minot and included representatives of the
Greater North Dakota Assoication, the North Dakota
Bankers Association, the North Dakota Retail
Association, the Association of Rural Electric
Cooperatives, the Association of Rural Telephone
Cooperatives, the State Bar Association, the School
Boards Association, the League of Cities, the County
Commissioners Association, the Nort}, Dakota Hos
pital Association, the Associated General Contractors, League of Women Voters, the North Dakota
Grain Dealers Association, the North Dakota
Farmers Union and the North Dakota AFL-CIO.
Representatives of the Farm Bureau, the National
Farmers Association and the North Dakota Stock
men's Association were invited but didn't appear at
the meeting, held August 25, and didn't send regrets
or excuses.
For his part, McCarney blasted the committee as
"absolutely hand·picked'~ and"a set up." The group
was chosen, he said, at a "secret meeting" involving
both Republicans and Democrats.
The citizens committee meeting appeared to be
largely a media event. For most of the day, half a
dozen reporters were just about the only audience.
"I feel like I've been used," an Associated Press
reporter complai.ned as the day ended.
The committee discharged its obligation -·to the
public applause of Nething and Strinden ·- by passing
a resolution commending the legislature and opposing
the initiated measure -- but suggesting that some
efficiency might be possible .
"We confirm our system of government where the
voter speaks through his legislator," the committee
declared. But members added the admonition "that
greater efficiency needs to be exercised in adminis
tering the financial affairs of the state. To this end
we would call on both the legislative and executive
branches of g_overnment to pursue possible avenues
to make this a reality .

From the teachers of Riverdale School D1 ... tru·
"The Riverdale School District received
almost $98,000 in state school money last vear
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Widespread reactions
The campaign against the measure has not been
limited to this citizens committee, however. Groups
across the state passed resolutions and signed
advertisements opposing the measure.
Here are
three examples, the first from the Oliver County
Farmers Union:
Thirty seven per cent of the state's g('nt'r;1'
fund appropriations are returned to local S(' hrn ,
districts for the support of elementary ;11,,
secondary education. The proposed arbitran
limit would force school districts to seek high1 1
property taxes or drastically reduce edu1·.,
tional opportunities. General state governm1·11
expenses represents only s ix per cent or th •
general fund appropriations. The remaind1 1
goes for higher education, personal proper, \
tax replacement, health and welfare, :101!
similar se,rvices. Initiated Measure Numlw r
One does not reduce taxes. Instead it would
limit Lhe ability of the stale to provide
services to the citizen."
From the North Dakota Agronomy Seed Farm
Council:
"The Agronomy Seed Farm Council i ,
unanimously opposed to the proposed lnitiatt'd
Measure Number One ... because approval ot
such a referendum and limit to spending would
cause almost certain irreversible damage '"
agricultural research by the North Dako1 a
Agricultural Experiment Station, especi,llh

Ir Initiated Measure Number One is passed. th1
Riverdale School District will be cut by at l(•a,t
25 per cent and probably more. This means th1
school district will have to increase its local mill
levy by at least 48.9 mills to replace this mont·,\
if we. are to continue operating our school at tht
same level as last school year. The Riverd..ilt
Education Association urges a "no" vote on
Initiated Measure Number One. This will m('an
that our school district funds will not be cut nor
will there be an increased tax levy on taxahl1
property ."
McCarney's reaction to this campaign: " ~n n 111
the history of North Dakotahas such a fear camp;1 1~11
been carried on ."
He limited his own campaign on behalf ol I ht·
measure to a letter to editors of wee,kly newsp:qwr ...
and to a half hour television broadcast. Her<' j.., tht·
letter:
"There has been more heat than light
generated by the possibility of the people
voting to limit state spending to $332 million .
Here are some facts to keep in mind.
"Any initiated measure can be amended by
the legislature with a two .thirds majority.
There are many areas of legislation today that
need and get a two-thirds vote.
A simple
majority won't do because of past initiated
measures.
"Will the budget be forever limited? No , it
will be in effect for the 1977 to 1979 biennium .
Will it actually cripple state government? The
legislature could by a simple majority pass

Next page, please

"Shocking revelations"
fro m Mr. McCa rney
spending measures and wht'n the $332 million
limit is reached, it would take a two thirds vott•
to pass more appropriation, bill.
"If lhe people vole lo limit the budget, it w,11
be interpreted as a desirt• for economy. Ir thf'
measure fails, you can he <'Onfident that some
will ask for more than they need and spend all
they can get.''

What makes Mac do it-as seen by Moc himself
Robert McCarney believes he is involved in a fight to stop "run-away
government" and government "by
bureaucracy " and that North Dakota's
future is at stake.
In an interview, he said the state is
governed by a bureaucracy consisting of
members of both parties. "It doesn't
make any difference if they're Republican
or Democrat," he alleged. "It's all the
same."
The real power in the state rests with
individuals outside the
government,
McCarney said. ''The real governor of
this state is Stanley M. Moore." Moore is
president of the North Dakota Farmers
Union.

The group of behind the scenes
leaders, which McCarney said includes
Richard Crockett, president of the Greater North Dakota Association "calls the
shots and the bureaucrats follow along
like a bunch of kids," McCarney said.
"The state is following a riderless horse
down the middle of the street."
McCarney said 1 he is not re-fighting
old battles, like his campaign against the
Accounts and Purchases Department and
the University of North Dakota. He lost
an effort to refer the budget of the
AccQunts and Purchases Department in
1972. In 1973, the North Dakota
Supreme Court ruled that a referral of
the UND budget is impossible because
the institution is mandated by the state
constitution.
During the first election, "I was a sick
man. I nearly died," McCarney said. "I
just couldn't get the message to the
people."
And the second effort--to deny UND its
appropriation--was "stolen from us" by a
"rigged Supreme Court," Mccarney declared. Four of the five members of the
court at the time were graduates of
UND's law school. The fifth had done
undergraduate work there.
The Bismarcker denied that his attack
on UND and his concentration on higher

education during this campaign has been
motivated by anti-intellectualism. "Hell,

no," he roared. "I'm a multi-millionaire.
I could care less. Intellectualism has
nothing to do with it. What have they
got that I want? They aren't even
teaching common sense or humility up
there lat UND)."
McCarney is fond of telling all listeners
that he arrived in North Dakota in the
Twenties "with 50 cents in my pocket."
In half a century, he has become one of
the state's most successful automobile
dealers.
He said the "rulers" of the state "don't
know how to attack me." They can't
complain about ..my morals. I've got a
great familf," or "my professionalism. I
run a good business," McCamey said.
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"So they just nip at me. They never take
me on in public."

And he said that most of the state's
power brokers won't attack him "because
I know too much about them."
He
wouldn't elaborate.
He refused also to make public the 80
members of his committee which he said
has studied the state budget. Nor would
he tell who the five "independent
experts" who examined the budget were.
"I paid them $9,000,"he said. "I'll keep

Where does the general fund
come from?
Where does it go ?
Next page, please

the information."

Former Accounts and Purchases Director Lloyd Omdahl, a favorite McCamey
target, said he'd never met any of the
special'investigators. ''They must all be
named Harvey," he said--a reference to a
mythical rabbit.
McCamey, despite his unpopularity
with the state's hierarchy, believes he

has been victorious in his fights. He told
the citizens committee, during a half hour
appearance--he was absent during the
state agency presentations--"! want you
all to bear in mind that what I have
warned and advised you of has always
turned out to
be the truth ... "
In the interview, McCarney said, "I've
been right from the word go."
A yes vote on Measure Number One
"won't be a victory for me," he said. "A
no vote won't be a defeat.

~lcCarney had promised "shocking revel ations
durtng his televi-.ion broadcast, aired on both
statewide televi-.ion nl•iworks.
He said thceommittee of petition€'rs had cho-.en the $33::! m tlion
fil{ure hPC"ause it rcpre!-ented a $70 million .1ncre-a5e
OH'r the 1973 to 1975 biennium ··"'the largest 1ncrl"l"e
in the state·s history," hl· ... aid. His pre!<..,r. ation
dl·tailcd budget increases for various slatt- de-part
ments: Governors office up 86 per cent in two years,
lieutenant governors o£fice up 436 per cent in eight
years, elected officials expenses up 512 per C<'nt in 10
years, Legislative Council budget up 585 per cent in
10 years. State Industrial rommission up 1,383 per
cent in five years, board of higher education up 441
per cent in 10 years. University of North Dakota up
90 per cent in four years, general government up 143
per cent in two years, planning department uµ 301
pt'r cent in seven years, agriculture department up
88 per cent in two years, -.ocial services board up 65
per cent in two years. Government is cheaper in
South Dakota, whieh ,;pends $40 million less on
higher eduration and $1.1 million less on it,c; state
penitentiary than does North Dakota. he said.

I've got

nothing personally to gain."
Instead, he said--again at the citizens
committee--"! have never broken faith
with the wonderful peopleof North
Dakota and I do not intend to start now.
I am a builder ... not a destroyer. I have a
very large investment in this state which

my wife, Betty, and I worked very hard
for. I do not intend to do anything which
would put that investment in jeopardy,
but at the same time, I do not intend to
sit back and allow a few selfish
bureaucrats to destroy it and the people

of this state."
McCarney told the citizen's committee,
"It seems I will have to confess that I
have been living in sin because I have
questioned government spending. It is
very apparent that when you stand up to
the bureaucracy form of government we

have in North Dakota, you commit a sin,
and if you speak put in behalf of the
people of this state, you commit the
greatest sin of all. Even if you have
concrete facts to !!5Upport your stand. it
makes no difference. It's still a sin! I
fully realize it would be much easier to
just join thecrowd,but.then one has to live
with oneself, and when you know that
you are right, sometimes you have to
stand alone. And if I have to stand alone,
it's worth it to me because I have an
obligation to a lot of wonderful people
who have done so much for me."

through September 4

The broadcast also compared spending in North
Dakota to ~pending by the federal government.
"While the North Dakota governor's office budget 'ts

up 86.37 per cent in the last two years, the budget
for the President of the United States is down three
percent. The general government budget in North
Dakota has gone up 142.85 per cent in the last
biennium while t he U nited States general govern ·
ment budget- increased only 17 per cent. The U.S.
Department of Agriculture expenses are down in four
years by more than 50 per cent, yet the exp~nses for
the Department of Agriculture in Nrth Dakota have
gone up 87 .65 per cent in the last two years ... The
elected officials' expense in North Dakota has gone
up 512.5 per cent -in the last 10 years. Yet the
Congressional salaries for our United States senators
and representatives have increased only 50 per cent
in the same 10 year period," McCarney maintained .
He did not compare the salaries of state and
federal officials in actual dollars nor in actual dollars
of increase, only in per centage of increase.

Here's your chance:
Amend the
constitution
In addition to the initiated measure, voters must
decide the fates or six constitutional amendments.
The first establishes qualifications for state
legislators. Its major effect would be to lower the
age requirement to 18.
Measure Number Two would allow the legislature
to lengthen its sessions to 80 days from the present
60 days. If the measure is passed, the assembly
could meet every year, rather than every other year
as is currently the case, but for no more than a total
of 80 days in the two year period.
The third measure is the so-called judicial article
which would permit the legislature to reorganize the
state's court system.
The measure deletes any
references to courts other than the Supreme Court
and the district coUTts from the state constitution and
allows the legislature to establish other courts. The
effect of this measure would be to make possible the
consolidation of some lower courts. This would take
legislative action, however , and would not be
accomplished merely by passage of the amendment
because the lower courts are currently part of the
state's statutory law. A new constitution rejected by
voters in 1972 contained this judicial article. Its
presence on the primary ballot is part of the
legislature's attempt to bring piecemeal constitution al reform.

Page 5, please
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General fund support of local govern.ment
displays upward trend in the past decade
This article wa, prepared at North
Dakota State University by employees

1975--1977 biennium--S456 million

paid from the North Dakota general fund.

State tax revenues for North Dakota's
state general fund have increased sharply
over the past 10 years, but much of the
general fund increase has been used for
grertly expanded support of public school
districts and other local governmental
units, taking the pressure off local
property taxes.
These trends were indicated in an
analysis prepared by two North Dakota
State University economists, Norbert
Dorow, extension economist in public
affairs, and Tom Ostenseon, associate
professor in the Department of Agricultural Economics. The analysis was
prepared as a public affairs information
paper in response to questions being
raised about the possible implications of
the proposal in Initiated Measure Number One. This measure would limit state
general fund appropriations for the next
biennium to $332 million, a 25 per cent
reduction from the $442 million appropriated for the 1975 through 1977 biennium.
About 43 per cent of the 1975-77
general fund, or $190 million, is transferred directly to local governments, compared to about 14 per cent 10 years ago.
Public elementary and
secondary
schools receive the largest share of state
general fund support of local governments, the study shows. The 43 per cent
of the general fund transferred directly
to local governments includes 33.8 per
cent to public school districts; another 2.2
per cent to school districts for vocational
education and aid to local junior colleges;
five per cent for personal property tax
replacement to local governments and
two per cent transferred to local govern
ments for such items as homestead tax
credit, health department rrants. weather modification grant!,, water resource
project grants and law enforcement.
The state general fund now <upports
about hall of total public school district
expenditures in the state. Ten years ago,
state funds provided only 20 per cent of
public school costs. With school costs
nearly doubling during this period, state
funds for public schools increased from
$36 million in the 1965 through 1967
biennium to $150 million in 1975 through
1977. Increased state support for public
schools has been aimed at greater
equality in education throughout the
state and at broadening the tax base to
take pressure off local property taxes,
the economists indicated.
With 43 per cent of the general fund
going to local governments, the remaining 47 per cent is for state services
mandated by the state Constitution and
provided under state statutes. Highway
taxes are not handled in the general fund .
General state government requires
only about six per cent of general fund
appropriations to support the executive,
legislative and judicial branches of state
government.
Education and social services are major
recipients of general fund appropriations.
State colleges and universities receive 22
per cent of the general fund. Over one
per cent goes for the schools for the deal
and blind and the State Industrial School.
About 17 per cent goes for health and
welfare, including the state hospitals,
state soldiers home, vocational rehabilitation, state health department and social
welfare services. Social welfare funds
are distributed to recipients Of medical
aid and welfare payments under a
coordinated federal-state-local program.
Other categories of state services
receiving support from the gneeral fund
include agricultural research and exten-

Based on 1975-76 receipts of $228 million
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sion programs at North Dakota State
University, public safety and security,
recreation and natural resources, regula
tory agencies and agricultural and indus
trial development.
These categories
account for about 12 per cent of general
fund appropriations.
State general fund revenue for the
1975 through 1977 biennium was esti•
mated to be about $456 million, based on
actual receipts of $228 million for the
1975 through 75 fiscal year. The sales
and use tax provides about 48 per cent of
the revenue, state income tax Sources,
• primarily earnings from the state bank
and state mill and elclvator and interest
on public funds provide nine per cent.
In 1965, local property taxes were 65
per cent of total slate and local tax
revenues while sales tax and other state
taxes for the general fund accounted for
35 per cent. By 1975, these proportions
were almost reversed. Local property
taxes were 37 per cent of the total and
state taxes made up 63 per cent of total
state and local taxes.
Total annual state and Jocal taxes more
than doubled from 1965 to 1975, but local
property taxes went up only one third
from $90 million to $120 mi.Ilion. During
this period, the legislature replaced the
local personal propoerty tax with state
funds and greatly in<"reased support of
local school districts.
The analysis points out that although
public revenue needs more than doubled
over the past 10 years, total personal
income in North Dakota also more than
doubled, from $1.53 to $3.72 billion.
Dorow and Ostenson identified several
is~ues to consider when evaluating the
question of reducing and limiting general
fund appropriations. If state appropriations are limited, the need for sales and
income taxes will be reduced, so the
burden for maintaining public c;chools and
other local governments will fa11 more
heavily on the local property tax.
"What mix or proportion of state 1.axes
and local propoerty taxes do the people
prefer? If public spending is cut, which
state and/or local public services should
be reduced or eliminated? Real personal
income has been rising in the state. As
people spend more for private goods .and
services, do they also want improved
state and local public services?"

Editor's addition
ln a presentation to the citizens
committee examining state spending,
Ostenson credited increases in the general
fund appropriations to three causes:
The urbanization of the state has
resulted in a highe1 per capita cost of
government because the interdependence
of people living in cities is greater than
that of those living in the
country.
Government is .called upon to provide
services linking people.
The steadily rising incomes of North
Dakotans has prompted the state's
citizens to demand better government
programs, which cost more.
The productivity of government employees is lower than that of industrial
employees because bureaucrats must
work with people individually. They
aren't permitted the luxury of computer
replies to letters, for example. So the
cost of providing government services is
greater than the cost of providing
services privately.

Ro bert M cCame y
a nd John Deck e r
a t Citizens Com m it tee

Amendment campaigns extremely low key
Measure Number Four would permit the legisla ·
lure to legalize some forms of gambling for charitable
purposes. Again, pa,;sage of the amendment itself
would not allow gambling. The legislalurl' would
have to vote to permit gambling. Only bona fidf!
non·profit veterans, charitable, educational, religious
or fraternal organization~. Qiivic and service club!-. and
"other public spiritt.>d organizations" would be
permiltt>d to hold gambling events•·and then only if
the legislature voted to allow them.
Tht> fifth eonstitutional amendment would substi

tute a hoard of seven members appointed by the
governor and confirmed b\· the St>nate for the
presently elected i,uperinte~dent of public instruc
lion. The appoinli\.·e board would in turn appoint a
superintendent. Ir pa.,.,ed. the elective position of
:-.uperinlt•ndent would end July 1. 1977.
If t.his
measure fails. votns '"'ill have a chance to make
othE'r reforms of the E"ducational bureaucracy in the
state on the November election ballot. A measure
to changC' the requirements for membership on the
hoard of higher education will he on that ballot but
only if this amt>ndment faib. The ~ovemht>r changes
are incorporated in the text of this measure.
Measure Number F'i\'e would :ilso modernize 1he
rnnsti lion by changing the name of the Railroad
Boilr<l to tht• Public St>r\'ice Commission
Although
tht• body j., known throughout the .,,ate as the PSC'.
tht· l·on,titution still refers to it hy it<; original name.
!\1t•asun• ·~umht•r Six updatC':-. and clarifies the
-.t.itl· nin-,ttlution·., lanl{uagt• on ,ap portionment of
lt·~1.,L1ti\t' di ... trict-.. The am1•ndmt·nt provid('" for not
It•....., than 30 nor morC' than 52 senators and not less
than :!O nor morl' than 10.t u•prC':-.entati\'e'-. Hidden
in tht· ntC'asurt• 1s a dau.,t• rC'pt•aling the $5 per day
.,,tlary limitation impn.. t•d on lt•l{i-.laton, hy tht• <.;l:llt•s
IHk~ ronstituti1)n , Thi-. amt•ndmC'nl would pt•rmit tht•
ll'Ki"lator" 111 -.t'( tht•ir own r,1tt· of nlmpt>n"atinn.

lhe.,e ron.,titutional amendment<,. were dis ·
ru .. -.ed in dt'la il in 011/u11h"f r /,Q

In enntra ... t lo th,- ln1tiatt•d ~lt•a<.;un·. <·ampa1gn"
tht· c·;in,.titulio~~I arnt•ndnwnl~ han• hPt•n
•
•
, ..,u
re -wa.,
lh(· nh_il'l"t of an information <'arnpai~n rondunrd In
tht• \Orth Dakota ~upr1·mt• Court with a portion ~f
plannrnl{ fund.; from tht· frdt.·ral I.aw Enforrement
..\ .;sistan<'l' ..\dm ini-,1 ration.
\1pasun• ~umhC'f }''our has attra('tPd a grt'at
dP:11 of :ltll'ntion ,tate w idt• .
St•rvicr duh, ancl
fraternal organzations have campaigned for it;
some
restaurants an_d. taver~s. which have been
excluded
~ro~ -~hr P_ro,~·i:-.~on .. ol lht· mt•a,urt·. havt' dt•nounced
II .i, unfarr. II am.in <."<ln g.i.mhlt- at ii privatt• duh,
~ h,\ n_ot at a puh. they wondn. A group called
( omm_ittll't' for Fn•t• Entt•rprist• Fairness, ba .. ed at
Jamr .. to\.\ n. arj!ta•d 111 nt•w-.papt•r advPrti"t'mC'nt:-;
that the_ m.~·a<.urt' "i ... another hlo\.\ to the i.:-uh of free
rnterpr 1 s_C' , qut'.,llonPd "h(•tht>r tht' £>nlire pror('pds
~f !;!amhlmg- would go the <'harit~· and warnC'd th,ll
W('
ma.\. _\i•ry '-'t•ll he<"ome non profit husint•:-.-.
oun,ehrs if th1• ml'~hure i-, pa'-"l'd. Tht• eamp,uKn
_£or Lht• mt•asurt• ha-. l'Ont'l'ntratt>d on tht' unt>nforl'ih
1lity of lht' '-lat<•'s (.'UrrE'nt total han on gambling.

~ ~111\011.\ln):

Education post
becomes Issue
Measurt' Numhn Fivr. ""hich would eliminall' the
suprrintt•ndt'nl of puhlu.· instruction as an elective
offict·. ha .. h('1·ome Lht> solt' issur in the race for thf'
sup1•r1ntt•nd1•n1·y tht> on!~, <.;tatewidC' t•ontest lo
attrat·t a -.urplu" of l'andidalt•" ,rncl attl'ntion
Tht• <'andidatrs are Joseph Cra" ford. superint£>n
d<•nt or "<"hor,1-. at llazt•n, Robert .\tuh~. who i.; head
or th<• Townt·r s<·hool "Y"lt•m: (;i•rald llalmra<.;t, a
~<'gtsl!tto~ an~ wrt•,tling ro,n·h and a, ... 1<.;tant prinl·ipal
,~t B1 .. m,1r<'k" C't•ntury H1Kh S('hool and Howard
!-in11rtland. t·urrl'nll.\· deputy supt'rintt•ncient.
Crawford claimed opposition to the amendment as
his issue i.n his statement announcing his candidacy .
Hs can:ipa1gn has been largely limited to newspaper
advertisements proclaiming "Beware of Measure
Num?er Five" and quoting a McLean County
(Gar r ison) Ind epend ent article praising his stand as
"notable and noble ."
·
Cra~ford is best known in North Dakota politics
for his management of Republican election cam paigns: including Richard Larsen's gubernatorial
effort 1n 1972. Larsen lost the election and Crawford
has been suspect in the party ever since. He did not
seek the Republican endorsement for the superintendency .

Muhs is the Republican endorsed candidate. He
has said he'll oppose the amendment because an
elected superintendent is more responsive to the
educational needs or the people. He's limited his
campaign to guidecards which stress his working .
knowledge of education in the state.
Halmrast, the Democratic endorsed candidate,
~oted for the measure when it passed the legislature
111 1975 hut says now he will oppose it.
His chief
reason for support or it 18 months ago, he said, was
the length of 8upnintendent M.F. Peterson's tenure
in the job.
Peterson's retirement after 27 years
created the vacancy these four candidates are
seeking.
Snort.land. who tried for the Oemocrati<." endor,;;e
ment but lost to Halmrast by two votes, stresses his
experience and the t.'urrent department's record in
his campaign. He is the only candidate to say he'll
vote for the measure, but he isn't entirely satisried
with it. either.
He'd prefer an elected board
appointing a superintendent rather than an appointed
board. Snortland's major activity this campaign has
been his opposition to Initiated Measure Number
One. which he maintains would destroy "my lifelong
work to a('hieve equality of edut.'ational opportunity"
111 North Dakota.

To vote
in September
To vote September 7, you must:

W .E. Anderson and Kirk Smith.
In the Sixth
District, five men are seeking ele('tion to rill the
unexpired term of Judge Emil Giese of Hettinger.
The candidates are Thomas Ewing. Larry Quast,
T .L. Secrest. Orrin Lovell and Lyle Stuarl. Two
men will advance to the general election ballot in
each of these districts. The ballot in the Fourth
District will list two candidates, incumbent AHred
Thompson and Gerald Glaser. Both will be on the
general election ballot. Other justices are unopposed
for re-elf>ction. They art' James O'Keefe in the First.
Robert Eckert in the Third and Norbert Muggli in
the Sixth Oistri<.'ts.
On the partisan ballot. which the stat/identifit's as
"the consolidated primary election ballot" voters will
find two state wide contests; for governor O'l the
Republi<'an tickN and for"'C .S. Congress in the
Oemocralic rolumn.
Republi('ans must choose between Richard Elkin.
the randidate endorsed for governor by the party\
state convention. and Herb Geving. who ha. mountt>d
an independent campaign for the party's nomination
Elkin owns a farm near Taylor and currently sl•rves
as ('hairman of thf> North Dakota Publir Service
Commission. Ge\'ing is a farmer and ran('her in
Mountrail County near Parshall.
Th(' camp.tiRn ha., been lo'-' key Elkin has made a
fC'w pC'rsonal appearance ... sponson•d a f('w tE'lt>v1smn
"Ommer<."ials and hought soml' nl'wspaper spat.'e
Geving·~ t>ffort to a<.'quaint votn, with him ha, been
largely limitt>d to a tabloid insert in thl' statt•s
newspapl•rs.
Elkin has said he i" eonfident he'll win . Ge ... ing has
said an upset j.., .,, ill po-..,ihlt•.

Be a United States citizen at least 18
years old who has lived in his precinct for
30 days. If you are moving within the
state of North Dakota. you are entitled to
vote in your previous prect'nct of residence.
No pre· registration of voters is required.
Simply appear at the polls,
accept r1our balk.Ji and vote.
If uou 'n: challenged, you u>t·U be asked

who you say you are, that you live where
you say you do and that you 're oui.
enough to vote. After you've signed the
affadavit, no election official can deny you

A lack of
partisan contests
Democrats will choose bet'"'een their convention's
endorsed candidate for the U.S. Congress. Lloyd
Omdahl, former director of the state\ accounts and
pruchases department, and Fargoan Torfin Austin
-..c" ne~slettC'r.

·

political

county state's attorney.

Teigen has conduded no noticeable campaign
Omdahl, unruffled by the challenge from a man who
~as be.en called a "politcal jokester" by Fargo
JO~rnalist Bob ~allberg_- has printed his bumper
su.ckers_and ~ontrnued his fund raising efforts. All
this activity 1s directed toward the general election
and not toward the primary, however.

Polls in most rural area.s uf the stat,,
will be open from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. In

Other Republican and Democratic endorsees are
unopposed.

the right to vole.

If any official has

reason to believe you've perjured yourself. he'll have to present his case to the

most dties, the hours are 8 a. m. tu 8 p. m
Several van·ations from these standard
hours are possible. Check U'f.'th your lr,rul
governt'ng body to be sure.

Secretary of State Ben Meier. who has
an uncanny ability to predict these
things, says about 137,000 North Daku·
tans will vote in this election. We should

have election results from the larger
cities, which now use voting machines, by
10 p. m .

The Republican ticket is headed by U.S. Senate
candidate Robert Stroup of Hazen and incumbent
Congre~sman Mark Andrews of Mapleton. Other
Rep~blicans on the statewide ballot are Ernest Pyle
for- lieutenant governor. Ben Meier for secretary of
state_. Robert Peterson for state auditor, Bernice
Asbridge for state treasurer, Allen I. Olson for
attorn.ey. general, J .0. (Bud) Wigen for insurance
c?mm1ss1oner .. Robert Nasset for agriculture comm is
:~~ner and Edith Kjos for public service co~mission• •

..By midnight, most of the paper

ballots will have been counted.
A
statewide election seroice, designed to
speed election returns, will be in
operation, but election inspectors legally
have until noon September 8 to deliver
their tallies to county auditors•-longer in
case of insurrection or inc/.ement weather
--so, in a tight election, we may not know
the winner until supper time the next

Me_ier, Peterson, Olson and Wigen are incumbents.
Asbridge hopes to return to the treasurer's post
which she held from 1968 through 1972.
'
In the Democratic column, the ticket is headed by
U:S. Senator Quentrn Burdick and Gov. Arthur A.
~mk, both seeking re -election.
The Democratic
l!eutena_nt governor candidate is Wayne Sanstead.
also an mcumbent.

day.

The only other statewide no party offices are not
contested. Bryon Dorgan has been endor sed by the
Demo~rats for re·election as tax commissioner.
Kermit Scahuer is the Republican endorsee.
Although candidates for the superintendency and
ta.x _co mmi ~sio nership are ~ndorsed by political
r:;t~:~io~~e1r partisan affilialton does not appear on
The ~the~ statewide no party office is Supreme
Court Justice.
Incumbent William Paulson is
unopposed for re -election to a 10 year term.
Two of the state's six judicial districts have
primary contests for judgeships. First District Judge
Harold Hager of Grand Forks is challen~ed by Harold

Other Democratic candidates are Darrell Sorenson
for .secretary of state, G. Kent Conrad for stale
auditor, Walter Christensen for stale treasurer, Kent
Johan~e~on for attorney general, Byron Knutson for
c?mm1ss1oner of insurance, Myron Just for commis
s1on~r of agr_ic~lture and Bruce Hagen for public
service comm 1ss10ner.
Hagen, Just and Christensen are incumbents.
The . A meri~an Party, making its first bid for
st~tew1de oHice, will also be represented on the
primary ballot. The party had endorsed Clarence
Haggard for the U .s . Senate, Russell Kleppe for the
U S. Cong:ess, Martin Vaaler for governor, Truman
Wo!d for lieutena?t governor and Berger Rodne for
agriculture <'omm1ssioner.
4
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Legislative contests, county races .on ballots
Vo\ers in a dozen legislative districts will choose
general election candidates from a primary field.
Democrats have eight primary contests, Republicans
four, according to party officials.

In the Democratic column, races are in Districts 4,
8, 9, 15, 21, 34, 42, and 44. Republicans have
contests in Districts 24, 28, 30 and 34.
In District 4, Mountrail and Burke Counties in
northwestern North Dakota, Ruth Meiers of Ross, an
incumbent Democratic representative, was rejected
by the district convention.
She is challenging
endorsees Larry Tinjum, of Powers Lake, also an
incumLent, and Richard Solberg of Stanley . The
party establishment is supporling Meiers and
Tinjum. Solberg won the endorsement by showing up
at the district convention with his friends in tow and
by capitalizing on old party rivalries. The contest is
really between Meiers and Solberg.
Tinjum is
considered very popular in this heavily democratic
district, which is noted for its volatile politics and its
recurrent primary challenges.

Democratic races
In District 8--McLean County --the Democrats are
staging a friendly primary between Larry Ziegler of
Emmet, Robert O'Shea of TurUe Lake, Herb Nathan
of Coleharbor and Gordon Hill of Roseglen, the
district chairman. AU have party endorsements and
are seeking two spots in the House of Representatives. Republicans now control the district's
legislative delegation.
In District 9, another heavily Democratic and
primary-prone district, Curtis Rime of Rollette is
challenging party endorsees Oscar Solberg of Rolla,
the House of Representative.s's senior democrat, and
Allen Richard of Dunseith.
In District 15, Gordon Berg is challenging Collin
Evenson and Charles Mertens for the House of
Representatives. Mertens is an incumbent. This
district encompasses Ramsey County, including the
city of Devils Lake.
In District 34, the city of Mandan, attorney Lester
Schirado is challenging Arly Riebau, the endorsed
eandidate, for the Senate seat now held by
Republi<!an Emil Kautzmann. Riebau works for the
North Dakota Tax Department and campaigned

for, Republican
gubernatorial
Richard Larsen in 1972.

candidate

In District 42, which is the university area in
Grand Forks, incumbent Ben Gustafson is challenging
Warren Sogaard and Joan McCaffrey. Sogaard is a
University of North Dakota law student; McCaffrey a
junior high school teacher. They are the endorsees.
Two of the Fargo districts have pl'imary fights. ln
District 21, incumbent Representative Tish Kelly and
Paul DuBord, both endorsees, are challenged by
State Sen . Pamela Holand. Her seat in the Senate
vanished in the most recent legislative reapportion ment and she is trying to move into the House.

Republicans had expected a primary fight in
District 26, Sargent and part of Dickey Counties, but
E. Gene Lashke, the incumbent representative, did
not present petitions to the county auditor. Lashke
was passed over by the district convention because
he wanted to run for public service commissioner. but
the state party nominated Edith Kjos. Lashke said
at that time he'd be a candidate for re-election to the
House, but the ballot will list only the endorsed
candidates, John D. Crabtree and LeRoy Erickson,
according to the Dickey County auditor.
A number of counties have contests for spots on
their commissions. Perhaps the most interesting is in
Mercer County, where the election has become a kind
of referendum on coal development. Here is the
Hazen Star's report on that race:

Mercer County
Commissionersh ip
"Perhaps the most controversial issue of the
day will be the county commission race. An
at-large election, county voters will chose
between long-time incumbent Ed Schulz of
Beulah; Herb Wallender of Hazen or Milton
Flemmer, also of Beulah.
"Schulz, of course, is running on his record of
long service (22 years) to the county and his
familiarity with the issues.
Wallender is
running under the banner of equal representation to all citizens of Mercer County,
hoping to strike geographic balance between

Adolph Miller of Stanton and Albert Bauman of
Golden Valley, the holdover members on the
commission. Flemmer is running on the coal
gasification issue, promising a "go-slow" ap proach to energy development in this coal rich
county.
"The commission race will be most interesting.
Schulz expects to have people who
approve of his policies vote for him, which
means his votes will come from people who
support gasification, a close watch on the
county budget and continued industrial growth
in the county.
"Wallendar hopes to cut across county lines,

[h~fr

~~c:~n~oinr::{~~s
\~fs~iiie~~oi:dCl~{Y~u~h~
hearings.
He is also seeking to place a
representative on the commission from the
Hazen area, which has not had a man on the
board for several years.
"Flemmer is the candidate for voters
unhappy with Schulz's past record_.. an.d
unhappy about the handling of the gas1hc~tm
issue by county lawmakers. A farmer, he 1s a
relative newcomer to county politics. but he
did attend many of the hearings this sprinJ, he
is a student of public opinion. and he prom1ses a
"fair shake" to all county residents.
"Only two names will appear on the
November general election ballot. The loser
Tuesday will be out of the running. Who will
win? The two candidates that voters best
relate with, long time records and geographical
areas adding little influence. There could be an
upset."

Jn District 44, also in Fargo, four endorsees are
staging another friendly primary. The candidates are
Stan Hlebechuck, Gary Hofsommer, J. Phillip
Johnson --a former state Supreme Court justice--and
Steven D. Bolme. All are seeking nominations for
two seats in the House of Representatives.

Absence of choices
'fhis absence of choices is out of character for
North ~akota primaries. The state held its first
statewide primary election in 1908. In 1912, the first
presidential primary in the nation was held here.
In 1916, the Non Partisan League turned the
primarv election, then held in March, into a
battleground between farm populists and the
business establishm_e nt of the· ;tate by filing its
agrarian socialist candidates in the Republican
eolumn in the primary elections. Some of the ballot
battles between Leaguers and regular Republicans
were monumental because winning the primary was
tantamount
to
winning the general
election .
Whatever real choices were to be made were made at
the primary election.
This was the rule until 1956, when the NPL moved
to the Democratic column and the primary elections
became duller. The choices were in the general
elections.
A Democratic controlled legislature moved the
primary from June to September in 1965. Cynics say
that was to forestall any opposition to the party's
endorsed slate in the primary by holding the election
at the busiest time of the year in North Dakota.
Sponsors of the bill argued that the change would
reduee the time for campaigning between the
primary and the general elections, thus saving the
public from hours of television commercials. Besides,
they said, a later primary was more convenient for
election officials in the state's counties. The last
Tuesday in June, after all, was mighty close to the

Fourth of July.
In 1975, Gov. Arthur A. Link, a Democrat, vetoed
a bill which would have moved the prirhary back to
June.
That idea isn't dead yet, however.
A
committee or thP. Legislative Council has voted to
recommend changing the primary date from the fir t
Tues~ay in September to the third Tiuesday..,in June
en~~·- j;~i~ary in i9•3·.
A1ihougb ·r~s10i\~g·- '---·.- - - periodically suggested, that idea is not part of the
Council's bill draft.
Even with the changes, North Dakota's primary
elections provoked contests through the early
Seventies. In those years, Robert McCarney tried
for nominations for statewide office. In 1968, he
defeated endorsee Ed Doherty for the Republican
gubernatorial nomination; in 1970, he bested Richard
Elkin for the party's nomination for U.S. Congress.
McCamey won by just three votes. In 1972 and 1974,
his campaigns were unsuccessful.
This year, Elkin's name is on the primary election
ballot, as a candidate for governor on the Republican
ticket.
But it is McCarney's idea -to limit state spending and not his namf> which haunts this primary election

ballot.
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Republican races
In Republican races, incumbent State Sen. Claire
Sandness · of LaMoure is vying with Don Moore of
Forbes for the Republican Senate nomination in
District 28, LaMoure, Logan and part of Dickey
Counties. Moore is the endors ee.

In District 24, southe rn Barnes County, including
Valley City, ineumbent Theron Strinden of Litchville,
the dean of conservatives in the Senate, faces Valle y
City Mayor Ernes t Miedema, a former s tate
representative .
In District 30, Republicans are staging a friendly
primary for a Senate nomination . The candidates are
incumbent L.L.{Pete) Naaden of Braddock, another
member of the Senate's right wing band; William E.
Meidinger of Ashley and. Jim T. Weisser of Linton.
District 30 is in south central North Dakota and
includes McIntosh and Emmons Counties.
In District 34, the city of Mandan, Norbert
Pressler is challenging Ron Otto, a student, and
Howard Nelson, a teacher, for the House of
Representatives.
The incumbent Republican, Al
Royse, is leaving the state.

Mercer County is apparently the only area of the
state whose voters will be able to indieate some
preference on coal development issues. The question
of coal development is notably absent from the
primary campaigns of other candidates.

~
----
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Power lines
affect land
and people _
A book reports on Ohio experience

by Bill Knudson

ical oxidants, it seems only prudent and
moral to protect the public against
deliberate and unnecessary exposure."

The inhabitants of this community

Young goes on to say that the
envrionmental impact of generating and
transmitting electricity is one of the
chief issues in determining whether to
continue down the path chosen for us
through the discretionary powers vest·
ed in electrical companies or to become
more concerned about the quality of life
in the United States. By the law of
eminent domain, all the decisions
regarding siting, routes of lines and fuel
types are in the hands of electrical
companies.
In most cases, their
decisions are purely economic.
To

rZ:!~~et:~; ~~:::i~:g;~/Y::;;,
find little, because a declaration ~f
reasonable necessity allows the electric
t·
·
·
th
d d.
companies broa
iscre ion m usmg e
~!~h.t 0 ~~~ie0: \ :0
u:hdeeri~:::i:::~:
could challenge, which has been estab·
lished by legal precedent, was the value
of the property taken for right-of.way.
So, once again, the electric companies
Prevail in the name of public interest

~~::0u;:r:h::~ 5~e~~;:i?n:n!0 i::;::
is the sole goal. ''They {the electrical
companies) have the power to decide
how much r,·sk ,·s permissible and who
w1·11 bear ,·t. By using this power to
perpetrate an unequal distribution of
costs and benefits, by using it to install
equipment that maximizes economy
rather than safety, and finally, by
sweeping us all into a maelstrom of
was.teful consumption, th. e utilitiy com-

Power Over People by Louise B.
Young; New York. Oxiord University
Press; 1973, 216 pages.
Louise B. Young's book, Power Over
Peopl~ is a story of the struggle a rural
community in Ohio undergoes to
prevent a high voltage transmission line
from scarring the unique beauty of the
landscape which has always surrounded
them.

~~:n

~:~

::!:

!:

PSC continues
reclamation
hearings
The North Dakota Public Service Commission has
completed its hearings concerning allegations. of
reclamation law violations by the North American
Coal Corporation at the company's Indian Head Mine
at ~:~ing the final day of testimony August 5,
commissioners heard the personal testimony of the
NACCO Indian Head miners, whose initial charges of
violations at the mine precipitated the hearing, cross
examination and rebuttal testimony by NACCO
attorneys and management employees (1).
The August 5 affair was a continuation of the
hearing begun June 2l.
.
Essentially, the miners's testimony h reaffirm~
their earlier public statements that, in t e course o
their employment with North American, they had
been ordered to remove overburden without first
removing topsoil, to construct haul roads wit~o~t
removing topsoil and to dump over~~def\:n Vll'~n
0
prairie sod and stockpiled topsoil.
ese, e
miners said, are violations of the North Dakota
Reclamation law (2).
h
that,of deep
at times,
e
company has shown a .._.i
general lack
cooeemt to
do an adequate job of reclamation.
The miners pointed out places and times where
they believed reclamation Jaw violations occurred at
the mine. These included construction of a haul road
without prior removal of topsoil, burial of topsoil and
use of topsoil as fill in the construction of another
haul road.
The miners also testified that no management
person had been specifically designated to overoee
reclamation activities on a full time basis; that
they.-the miners--had not been given a copy of the
North Dakota reclamation regulations in order to
better understand the laws and do a better job of
reclamation; that they had not been given a copy of
the reclamation plan which the company is required
to file with the PSC nor a detailed l,,xplanation of the
plan; and that the company had not held meetings
with the miners to !discuss what the reclamation laws
require or to receive miners's input in carrying out
the law {3).

~.__JL_.J;~~!!J~~£i~~~:ii4l~...1J1..ll.lw----io;;i~~;;;"~;;;:;i"t;ii::;;~:;th;---"'
t -~:;:i::;;:~
over the rights of the ind·v· .
tionary, powers vested
them by the

I

Underneath the story, Mrs. Young
has written a well-researched work on
the dangers of high!voltage transmission
lines; on the abuses of our environment
by electrical companies and on the
various alternatives to transmission
lines. She states that no long term
studies have been made to monitor
effects of transmission lines on the
public and our environment. The little
research done has been hasty, poorly
controlled and has been regulated by
electrical companies (hardly an objective party). u As Rachel Carson pointed
out, we urgently need an end to false
assurances and the little sugar· coated
pills of half-truths," Young writes.
"The public has a right to full possession
of the !acts. We are being asked to
assume the biological risks and to pay
the hidden costs. In the case of high
voltage transmission lines, the electrical
companies have the ability to force
these risks on all the property owners
in their path ."
The gravest danger, she argues, is
presented by high voltage transmission
lines is corona discharge which may
produce radiation and ozone, both
harmful to the environment and to
human beings.
Ozone entering an
organism through the lungs or digestive
tract can cause misprints in the genertic
code (mutations). may have carcino genic properties (causing cancerous or
malignant growths), and could speed up
the aging process of the total environment. None of the above are complete·
ly verified and Mrs. Young admits to a
lack of solid evidence. "It may take
scientists another 20 years or more to
establish firm proof based on exper·
imental testS'.
In the meantime,
thousands of people may die of these
causes. In the presence of a considerable body of evidence pointing to the
carcinogenic properties of electro-chem-
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in
American people/' Young argues.

All of these hazards could perhaps be
justified if they were indeed necessary,
but through research and development
technological methods to avoid these
dangers could be employed. "Fifty one
of the 212 major electrical companies,
according to the Federal Power commission, did no.t spend a cent on
research and development in 1968,"
Young reports. "In the industry as a
whole, Jess than one cent of every dollar
of gross revenue was spent on research
in 1971."
Young also points out numerous
alternatives to generating and transmitting electricity, including underground
transmission, power sources to generate electricity at the point of consumption, fuel cell technology {so that energy
could be stored), and a change in fuel
produced from coal. Along with these
alternatives to transmitting electricity
there are alternative sources of energy.
including geothermal, solar, wind, tidal
and hydroelectric, which are constantly
being renewed by nature . These
alternatives along with improved tech·
nology would make much better use of
the limited resources we have.
The proper use of these resources is
Louise Young's greatest concern . In
reading her book, it should become
yours, too. The book is not written to
scare, but to make people aware of the
power being held over them . It is an
education as to what is happening to th e
American people's land and of what will
continue to happen unless people take
power back into their own hands.

Bill Knudson is associated with his
father in Knudson Appraisal Ser11ice .
In his work he has dealt both with
farm ers losing their land to power lines
and with companies taking the land.
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In addition the miners entered testimony refuting
the earlier claim by North American Coal that the
company has instituted a new company policy of
reprimanding workers who violated reclamation
laws. The miners testified that none of them had
ever received any correspondence from the company
informing them of this new policy; that they had
never seen a sytement of this new policy placed
anywhere at the mine; and that none of them had
been informed of the new policy at any of the regular
safety meetings held between miners and company
officials.
After their testimony, the miners were subjected
to long, harsh, criticai and sometimes personal and
hostile cross examination by the NACCO attorneys.
Ernest Fleck and Warren Albrecht of the Bismarck
firm of Fleck, Mather, Strutz and Mayer.
The central theme of North American's cross
examination appeared to be an attempt to portray
the miners's charges as a personal vendetta of
retribution against the company because of the strike
against North American Coal Corporation by thier
union, the United Mine Workers of America Local
9880, last year.

by Marvin Gardens
N ext page, please
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NACCO and
the miners
continued
The miners claimed that ilJ will toward the
company had existed at the time of the strike but
that this was a separate issue Crom their feelings
about the importance of accomplishing the best
possible reclamation (4).
NACCO witnesses, called after cross examination
of the miners, reiterated their earlier contention that
some of the charges were false, that other alleged
violations took place when the law did not make the
alleged activity a crime, and that the company was
subject to mitigating circumstance such as bad
weather and the strike.
NACCO bosses also introduced aerial photographs,
taken in winter, to show that the personal testimony
of the miners was false, and that, in the area in
question, the topsoil had been removed prior to
excavation of overburden.

The PSC attorney and hearing examiner, Ray
Walton, was much more involvep in the questioning
of witnesses at the August meeting than he had
been in June (5). At one point in the hearing,
Walton asked Larry Beck, a drag line operator. what
he felt of a worker carrying out an act that he knew
to be in violation of the law and asked Beck if he
would do this in the future. This questioning came
after the miners had testified that on occassion they
had refused to carry out some company orders and
that on many occassions they either notified the
company, to no avail of bad reclamation situations, or
attempted to rectify the situations themselves by
moving stockpiled topsoil away from slumping
/overburden to keep the topsoil Crom being buried.
They said they were ordered to "get back to digging
coal" (6).
As the hearing concluded, attorneys for the miners
and North American Coal Corporation agreed to
make their final arguments in written
briefs.
Examiner Walton allowed 30 days rrom the
completion of the hearing trans<'ript for both sides to
file briefs. Walton said that the transcripts were
delivered at the end of August, which means that
briefs must be filed before October l. The earliest
datC' for a d<•cision by lhe PSC se-ems to be
mid. October.
•
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Conference on preservation
A conference on architectural preservation will be held
in Fargo September 17 and 18.
Entitled "Perspectives on
the Past: Historical Preservation on the Plains," the
conforence is sponsored by the
Fargo Heritage Society under
grants from the North Dakota
Committee for the Humanities
and Public Issues and the
National Trust for Historic
Preservation, with additional
support from the Red River
Historical Society, the P)ains
Architectural Heritage Foundation and the Dakota States
Architects.
Novelist James A. Michener
will be the featured speaker at
a conference banquet September 17, a Friday. The banquet
will be held in the couryard of
Block Six beginning at 7 p.m.
It is open only to registered
participants in the conference.
The author of some 19 fiction
and non-fiction works, inclu-

ding Hawaii, Centennial and
T h e Source, Michener first
came to public attention after
World War Two when he
published his first book Tales
of the South Pacific. His most
recent work is Sports in
America, published this year.
Fargo architect Royce Yeater, who is coordinating the
conference, said that with
Michener's acceptance, plans
for the event are essentialJy
complete.
The program is
scheduled to get underway at 1
p.m. September 17 at Fargo's
Town House Motel.
Mary Means, of Chicago,
regionaJ director of the National Trust for Historic Preservation will give the keynote
address, "Conservation: Preserving without Pickling."
Three shorter addresses deal·
ing with principal issues in
historic preservation will be
given by Adrian Anderson of

Iowa City. Iowa; Liston Leyendecker, Ft. Collins, Colorado;
and Harold Baker. Fort Wayne
Indiana.
Two panels are scheduled for
Saturday morning. That day's
afternoon program will present
case histories of historic preservation programs that have
been carried on or are underway. The conference will end
Saturday evening with a progressive dinner through a series of historic South Fargo
homes.
Registration for the confer
ence is S30 which covers the
entire program and all sched·
uled meals.

HistonC preservation is an
emerging issue in North Dakota. Here, from the Mandan
News, is the tale of one
building 1omeone thought
should be saved.

If the commission rules that violations did take
place and hands down some sort of penalty, another
hearing must be held before the penalty can be
imposed.
•

302 Fifth Avenue N.W., M andan

FOOTNOTES
1 ·The PSC didn't have time enough to complete its
investigation Juring its two day hearing June 21 and
22. Walton continued the hearing until August 5.
See Onlooker 13 for details of the first hearing.
2- For complete texts of the miners's 'original
charges, see Onlooker 7.
3~-0ne miner did testify that he was once told what
the law required. However, he said, he was informed
of the law in the context that he was going beyond it
and that he should stick to following it.
4--0ne miner, Frank Bitterman, was specifically asked
by NACCO attorneys why he felt so much personal
animosity toward the company and if this animosity
didn't stem from the strike and the fact that he was
convicted of cold-cocking a strike breaker during the
strike in early 1975. Bitterman responded that he
had worked for NACCO for 19 years, 18 years before
the strike, and said he though they were "18 good
years." Attorney Ernest Fleck also accused
Bitterman of being against all further coal expansion
because he signed a petition opposing the rewning of
land in Mercer County for American Natural
Resources Company's coal gasification plant near
Beulah. Counsel for the miners, Irvin Nodland of
Bismarck, pointed out that the petition opposed a
specific site for a specific plant and was not in
opposition to all coal expansion.
5--Wa)ton did not exhibit the same involvement in
questioning the North American Coal Company
witnesses at the earlier two day hearing.
6-·This line of questioning must be understood in the
context of the fact that it is the responsibility of the
PSC's reclamation division and not the mine workers
to insure enforcement of the state's reclamation
laws, rules and regulations.

An historical mystery
A small white house in
northwest Mandan has been the
object of ~omc intensive detective work this month, but the
prize·-proof that the house once
stood on officer's row at Fort
Abraham Lincoln--has eluded
im·estigators.
The house is ~t 302 Fifth
Avenue N.W.
Investigators have plenty of
evidence that the building was a
part of Fort Lincoln, but they do
not have the conclusive proof
that would establish the build·
ing's historical value.
''I can't be 100 encouraging,"
North Dakota Park Service
Director Gary Lcppart said
Friday.
"We·re going to follow every
last lead, but it appears we may
have to let it go.''
He added, however, "The
doqrs
aren't
completely
'closed.
If Leppart finds proof that the
building is from Fort Lincoln, he
will approach the North Dakota
Emergency Commission for
funds to buy it. move it to Fort
Abraham Lincoln State Park
south of town, and restore it.
At this point, however, "l
couldn ' t sell the Emergency
Commission on this basis,"
Leppart said. "The State Historical Society wouldn ·1 endorse
the house as a genuine part of
the old fort."
0

Leppart said he hadn't begun
negotiating to buy the house.
which belongs to Virgil Kuntz of
Bismarck, and couldn't say what
its price could be. The cost of
moving the structure to the fort
would be about S12.000, Leppart said, and the cost of
restoration as much as $50,000.
Those estimates are low.
Leppart admitted. Archivist
Frank E. Vyzralck of the North
Dakota Historical Society said
he though the cost would be
closer to $250,000.
Staff from both the Part
Service and the Historical Society have been tracing leads to
the house's past.
Leppart said his staff had
combed records at the North
Dakota Historical Soc:iety and in
the National Archives. read
issues of Bismard and Mandan
newspapers from the 1890~.
when the fort was dismantled;
examined the building material
in the house, crawled around in
its attic digging through records
kept by the late J. D. Allen, a
Mandan taxidermist who lived
in the house for many years, and
talked with Allen's family.
All this has convinced leppart. "The house is from Fort
Lincoln, in part. at least. I'm
convinced ot it,·· Leppart said.
Said Vyzralek, "The house
looks right, but the evidence is
inconclusive. ·'
The building's floor plan "is

just the ,...ay it should be."
Lcppart said. "The walJ,;, are
"here thcv <,hould be. The
building m:lterial i<, ngh1 The
nails arc square. "
But. the dimension,; arc
wrong. "They just don't matl'h
the plans from Fort Lincoln."'
Vy1ralek said. "It lhi, hou,ewas at the fort, it v.as almost
completely stripped.··
Said leppart. "That doesn ' t
prove that the house isn't from
the Fort. It ma:, be a dwelling. it
may have been a civilian· ..
house. it may be a quarter, for
non-commissioner, officer, or 11
ma\ be from officer's ro\\ , but
scaied down.''
A poSsibility which intrigues
the park scrvke director is that
the house belonged to a Cap1.
Harmon, who wa<, the post
trader. "A 1radC'r''; hou<,c mn
have been built to a d1ffere~t
scale. " he said.
Even if the house itself never

~w;;

a~.~~: f;;:ir~~.:: ar:o~~e~~~
military po.. 1. "The doors. the
windows. the staircases-- we'II
want to buy those things. We ' re
sure they came from here,"
Lepparl said.
It's not unusual to find relics
of the old past in Mandan
homes. After Fort Abraham
Lincoln 1,1,as abandoned in the
early 1890s. the premises were
extensively looted. "Many, ma"' home,; m Mandan have
Next page, please

..

~:~
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History
continued
lumber from the fort.'" Leppart
said. "The post i~ probably all
here. but scattered around.··
A long standing tradition in
Mandan repo~ts that the house
on Fifth Avenue came from Fort
Lincoln. Leppart said Allen·.,
granrlson !old him that the
taxidermist moved the house
acro<.:.s 1hc Heart River in the

"inter" ith horse<, and \\ agon'i.
"He'<, <,O sure of 1t. he's v.illing
10 sign a <,latcmcnt." Leppart
1.,aid.
But that alone doc<, not prO\•C
that the building C\'Cf slc'()(I at

the fort or even if it did. 1hat it
.... a., t:vcr u ..cd b, the militan

there.

·

·

"Thi., tould ju'>l a<, casih

have been a verv earl~ house.:.
Vynalek <,aid.

Lcppart a(:rccs. "Thc..,c \\l'rt:
\.·cry commonly u~ed plan-..•• he
Si.lid. "Any one cc,uld ha,c built
a hoU',C like ii.·· ·
Allen. the taxidermi'>l. \\3S
involved with the militan and

"" a'i out at the fon a' lot. ..
lcpparl "'aid. ""He \\3'> here
whill' the fort "a' ,till \Tn
acthl'. He \\i.l\ right tht:rc and
knowlcdgcabk ahnut wha1 wa.,
ROing on. Ht.: \\Ould almost
i.:crlainh haH' km,\, n if and
when any buildill,K"> at lhl~ po<.,t

,, Crl· to he: ,old or di\mantlcd. ·
Ancl hi\ pcn.nnal n.•(.·tird-..
found ill the alti<; <'I the hou<:,c,
indiL·.:1tc that he huug_ht a frarm:
ht1U\L' in 1892 •• ah~,Ut 1hc timt.•
nie po<.,t \\3\ abandoned. but
before i1 ,,a, ,andaii,ed.
So the pov,ibility that thi,
hnu..,\'' did <.,l;rnd at Fort Abraham l inl.'.tlln, one of thL' mn<.,t
important and t:ertainl~· amongthe mo,t fanHH1\··t1f thl· frontier
miht:tr•J
c,tabii ... hmcnt:-.- I\

...
II)

.L:
V

0

E
:>

.L:
V

V)

"'O

...

II)

stron~.

F\"cn if 1hc building i'">rt't from
fill' old for!. hn,~ cvt'r, the
building ha., hi,toncal \'alul'
Lcpparl said. It wa .... aft,,:r all.
th<.· 1:ome of .I.D. ,\lien, one ot
the mm,t cohirful of Mandan·.,

u..

pioneers.

Bui the p.:1rk \Cnkl" 1\n't

in

the b~-.inc..,, of hi.,1oru.:al pn"'·
<,<.'r'vat10n, unh.-..,, thL' hi,1on
happened in \\ hat became a
~tJ.H' pitr1'. Tha1·.., till' Cit",l' with

For! LinL"oln,
In Jn \.'!"tort w pnwc that the
building 1\ from the fort.
Leppart '>aid ''I'll folli:m e\'en
la,t lead while we ,rill ha\C
11mc .··

Bui time t<; short. Thl" Mandan building in..,pcrtor has
condemned the property. UnlCS"> it i<; remodeled to meet city
standard<:, by Jan. I. it will
demolished.·
The o"ncr, Virgil Kuntz.
plans to r emodel it. "We've
talked to the contractors. We're
getting the nccessar): building
permits," his wife said. "We
want to get started just as soon
as we can.'' {City building
inspector Gary Huei'.dleston said
thC permit is read) except for
Kuntz's signature.
She added. though , that she
and her husband want to
cooperate with the par,c service.
"We'll do as muc h as we can ,"
she said, "but the city only gave
us so much time.·'
Leppart complimented the
Kuntz's on their patience.
"We've held them up for over a
month," he said. "They've
been very cooperative." " W e
ac-ked them to wait, and they've
waited."
Now, however, Leppart has
told Kuntz to go ahead with
their remodeling. Still, "this
bothers me,"' he said. " W e
might just be letting something
go. We could regret this for
a Iona time."

... in the Sheyenne National Grasslands

One Time Harvest
Reflections on coal and our future

be

ONE TIME HARVEST sells for
$S.Q5.

Please add 50 cent... per

book for postage and handling.
North Datota residents mu.-.t pa~

,~c, tax ol tour per cent.

add a JO e<.'nt charge

We

for billing.

ONLOdKFR subscriber,;, arc en·
titled 10 a one time onh di'">t:ount

of S I on th<.' r total 01clcr.

Name •••••..•.••••••••.•..•••.••••••• ••.•••••••••••.•.••••••••••••.•.•••.••.•.•••
Address ••. •...••..•••••••...•.. ••••••••••••.••••••••••..•••.•••.•••••••••.•••.••

City ...................................................... . State ........Zlp .. ..

Mail to
Box 723, Mandan, North Dakota
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Wheat prices:
steady slid
downward
This is the North Dakota Wheat
Commission's market review dated September 1.
The week ~ding August 27 showerl
the seventh consecutive weekly decline in
wheat prices on all major markets,
Minneapolis, Kansas City and Chicago.
The last week's~ declines were not u
steep as the earlier ones but nonetheles~
continued the trend. New li(e of contract
lows were reached for all futures month~
currently being traded while cash price,
dropped to points lower than have been
experience since mid 1973.
Due to the large supplies of wheat
which appear to be available not only in
the United States but worldwide, wheat
futures are looking more and more
toward corn and soybeans for direction.
Even thouifh the 1976 harvest is about
complete, this relationship with corn and
soybeans places wheat prices back into a
weather market since these feed crops
are still growing.

Sunflower

The New Yorker
didn 't like the Medora Musical
le the edHor
, As a North Dakotan still rooted in
Beach and Jamestown now urbanized in
the East, but summering in North
Dakota resort areas (which with the
state's sky and air are all over the
place), I must register my disappointment (not to say disgust) at the 1976
Bicentennial Medora Musical.
Everywhere one travels in the state,
he finds small towns like Minto, Beach
and Belfield (to name only three)
establishing museums, heritage villages
and the like, all reflecting a real
bicentennial pride in local history,
heritage and roots.
Meanwhile, at
Medora, the seat of some of the state's
most exciting, important history, North
Dakota's most expensive, most lavish,
most promoted, most professinally produced bicentennial show is a sham. It
gives only lip service to Theodore
Roosevelt--most of what Medora is
about--doesn't even mention the Marquis DeMores, makes a narrative
mention of settlers moving in, but for
the rest titilates us with an excellent
but irrelevant selection of American
folk songs, some colorful costumes and
pretty faces, a novelty act, some jokes
and patter and a final explosion of
horses, flags, fireworks and bicentennial platitudes,

One might ask Mr, Harold Schafer
h?w .!his slick and empty show, one of
his many restoration and entertainment projects in Medora" (to quote him
from the program) helps in the restoration of a "truly important part of

American history"? If "there is too
much here to be lost, too many
elements, of America's early frontier
history to be allowed to decay," how
does this show preserve them?
The show is completely out of touch
with the deeper pride North Dakotans
are showing in their specific past--a
reaffirmation of which they are seeking
when visiting Medora, The people of
this state may sit at home watching
Lawrence Welk, the ball game or their
favorite TV slick, but next day they
will be converting an abandoned garage
mto a museum, as they are at Beach or
transforming a turn-of-the-cent~ry
school building into one, as at Minto. It
seems to me that the Medora show
under the mandate that Schafer has laid
down, has the responsibility and should
take the pride in tapping this level of
native. consciousness, in providing in
theatrical terms the historical affirmation people of the state have a right to
expect.

, Oklahoma, Seven Bride, for Seven
Brothers. Paint Your Wagon,etc., have
already done and overdone the generalized western musical epic. Medora and
North Dakota certainly deserve better
than this vaudeville version of one.
Raymond A. Stough
New York, New York

There are some weather pr ,blems in
the corn and soybean heh. ..
These
problems were demonstrated by USDA's
crop production estimate as of August 1.
That report placed corn production at
about 6.2 billion bushel•, a drop of 366
million bushels from the July 1 estimate
due to hot, dry weather. The soybean
crop was placed at 1.3 billion bushels
compared to 1.5 billion bushels in 1975.
If these crops continue to deteriorate and
feed prices rise, wheat will be pushed
upward by them.
Meanwhile, the lack of significant
export business in wheat and what is
developing to be a fiercely competitive
and aggressive world market has put
heavy pressure on prices. To compound
the problem, the domestic flour business
is largely taken care of for the balance of
calendar 1976.
Importing nations seem to be holding
off purchases, where possible, waiting to
see where market prices will stabilize,
thus more or less reflecting a lack of
concern over adequacy of supplies. Best
buyers continue to be Japan and other
countries who purchase on a regular basis
almost irregardless of price.
Our best advice perhaps is to watch the
corn belt and winter wheat area weather
for clues as to possible prolonged price
rises. Also, watch export activity as
much as possjble, Importers will have to
purchase sooner or later, the question
remains whether the amounts will be
large enough. Government expansion of
the Public Law 480 programming may
help here.
Carryover of wheat on June l, 1977, is
currently estimated at 903 million bushels, plus or minus 125 million. Revised
supply and demand estimates placedomestic disappearance in 1976/77 at 810
million bushels compared to 726 million
bushels last year, Comments in the U.S.
Department of Agriculture report were
that "with a current favorable wheat-corn
price relationship... our feed estimate was
increase<! 75 million bushels. Export
wheat projection remained the aame at
from 950 to 1,150 million bushels.

The writer played Theodore Roo,e velt in the 1963 production of Old Four
Eyeo at the Bunoing Hill, Amphitheatre
4t Medora. The theatre is now known
as the Gold Seal Amphitheatre and ia
the scene of the Medora musical.

Be a winner with the Onlooker

Aggregate of all wheat exported thus
far since June 1 totaled 213.6 million
bushels against 255.8 million during the
same period last year, thus running
about 42.2 million bushels behind last
year's pace. Undelivered sales as of
August 15 stood at 803.4 million bushels,
compared to 415 million on that date in
1975.

.

.

North Dakota farmers bring 1n a

Bountiful hanest
North Dakotans gathering the harvest have been
surprised by its bounty. The wheat crop is the
second largest in the state's history.

2.4 million bushels and barley by 32 per cent to 51.8
million bushels.

Many farmers had expected worse, but even in
drought stricken areas of the state, yields have been

to 7.8 million bushels.

higher than anticipated. In the extreme southeast,

cent fewer than in 1975. Estimates of sunflower
yields will not be made until the end of the season, in
late September.
Hot, dry weather during mid-August speeded
maturation of the sunflower crop, about 80 per cent
of which is harvested ·tor its oil. One fourth of the
seed heads had begun to turn yellow as of August
31. Ray petals had dried or dropped from an
additionai 58 per cent. 17 per cent were still in
bloom, the Reporting Service said.
The spring wheat harvest is 88 per cent complete.
An additional nine per cent has been swathed and
only three per cent remained standing at the end of
the month. This is well ahead of the normal harvest
pace. In a normal year, just 61 per cent of the crop is
harvested by this date, 25 per cent is swathed and 14
per cent is still standing.
The durum crop is 75 per cent combined and 17 per

subsoil moisture left over from summer deluges in

1975 saved the crops.
In the southwest and across much of the northern
half of the state, crops are as good as they've ever
been. In the northwest, farmers are calling this a ,
"bumper crop."

The quality of this year's wheat is especially good,
as well. Professor L.D. Sibbett of North Dakota
State University reported that spring wheat is of
better than usual quality. "Preliminary tests show
the overall quality of the 1976 hard red spring wheat
crop to be very good, and many characteristics are
more desiryble than was the case last year."
Test weight and protein are both higher this year
than last, and moisture content is lower. Sibbett said
that based on his preliminary tests, made largely on
samples from the southern part of the state, "Ninety
five per cent of the 1976 hard red spring wheat crop
should grade U.S. Number Two Dark Northern
Spring or better. This compares to only 78 per cent
last year."
NDSU Professor Brendan J. Donnelly indicated
that durum tests are not complete enough to make a
precise analysis. Officials at the North Dakota Mill
and Elevator, one of the nation's largest durum
handlers, said durum coming into that facility is
above average in quality.

Disappointing prices
Despite (he large yields and good quality of their
crops, farmers are disappointed in the harvest of

1976 because the price is low. The price of a bushel
of wheat has descended slowly and steadily since the
beginning of the summer. By harvest, it was lower
thJn at any time since the Russian wheat sales of the
early Seventies.

On August 31, a bushel of Number One Dark
Northern, the highest grade, was worth $3.18 at
Minneapolis. Tbat price is more than $2 per bushel
less than the price of wheat in the boom times of 1972
and 1973.
Durum at Minneapolis was worth $3.25 per bushel
on August 31.
From these prices, elevator managers subtract
freight charges to determine the local cash prices. In
North Dakota freight to Minneapolis ranges from
about a quarter dollar to nearly 50 cents per bushel.
Rates are lower in the eastern part of the state.

Farmers's estimates of the cost to produce a bushel
of wheat now range up to $3.50, so each bushel of
wheat sold this year represents a loss to the
producer.
Low prices have nearly stopped movement of grain
to the state's elevators. The North Dakota Crop
and Livestock Reporting Service said August 31,

"Little grain is moving to market due to low
prices ... Some grain has been piled on the ground
because of a shortage of storage space."

'Plugged elevators'--facilities so full they can

Production of corn is expected to be up 16 per cent,
Sunflowers were planted on 488,000 acres. 10 per

cent in swathes. Combining of oats is 92 per cent
complete, six per cent of the oats crop is in swathes

and only two per cent is still standing. The entire
barley crop has been cut and 97 per cent has been
combined, the Crop and Livestock Reporting Service
said.
Flax, North Dakota's latest maturing small grain,
is 32 per cent combined, 27 per cent swathed and 35
per cent turning to ripe. Flax yields are described as
"poor to good but mostly fair," by the Service.
The corn crop is "mostly poor to fair with larger
percentages being cut for silage than was anticipated

earlier," the Service said. About a sixth of the corn
intended for silage has been cut. Nearly two thirds
of the corn intended for grain has reached the dent
stage.
The soybean crop in the Red River Valley is
described as "poor to fair" with 60 per cent of the
crop fully podded with lower leaves yellowing and 35
per cent fully podded but still green.
The condition of the Valley's dry, edible beans is
called "variable" in the Service's report, with harvest
ahead of normal. Twenty six per cent of the dry
beans in the state are in swathes.
The mustard harvest is two thirds complete and

the millet harvest "well along," the Reporting
ServiCe said.

Only a few potato fields have been dug, according
to the report, and the sugar beet harvest in the Red
River Valley has not yet begun.
The North Dakota Weather and Crop Report is
issued weekly during the growing and harvest
seasons by North Dakota State University and the
U.S. Department of Agriculture's Satistical Report·
ing Service.
Shortages of feed, especially in drought stricken
southeastern N,,rth Dakota has forced some additional
sales of cattle. Pastures and ranges are reported
poor throughout the state. Hay is being fed to
supplement pastures in southern counties. Eight
counties in the southeastern corner of the state have
qualified for emergency feed fur cattle under a

U.S.D.A. disaster program.

purchase and store no more grain--have been a

common problem this year, but complaints of box car
shortages have been fewer, perhaps because little
grain has been shipped to markets outside the state.
The glut at elevators occurred partly because
farmers began to move their stored 1975 grain to
market at mid-summer to free graneries for the 1976
crop.
This increase in selling may also have

influenced the downward trend in the market.
North Dakota Wheat Commission analysts blame
the declining wheat prices on a very large world
supply. The 1976 crop is a record for the planet: 365
to 385 million tons or about eight per cent higher
than the 1975 crop, according to the International
Wheat Council.
In North Dakota, total wheat production is
expected to be 270.1 million bushels or about 7.5
million tons, two per cent more than in 1975. Durum
production is expected to be down 17 per cent to 87.4
million bushels, while winter wheat production will
be up five per cent to 3.3 million bushels, the North
Dakota Crop and Livestock Reporting Serivce
estimated.

Oats production is expected to be only 33.6 million
bushels, down 40 per cent. Barley and rye
production will also decrease; rye by 21 per cent to
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Moisture
supply
short
The summer dry spell continues across the state.
Eighty seven per cent of the counties are short of
topsoil moisture. Subsoil moisture is short in 91 per

cent of the counties. Areas of adequate to plentiful
moisture are in north central and northeastern North
Dakota.
In the rest of the state, reports from county
agents, which form the basis of the weekly Weather
and Crop Report, range from simply "dry" in
Sargent County to "Need rain. So dry pavement is
turning dusty" in Sioux County. Both border South
Dakota.
A very high wind August 27 caused extensive
erosion of summerfallowed fields and scattering of

grain swathes throughout the state, but especially in
the northern tier of counties.

through September 4

Wheat
With continued dry weather, the small grain
harvest should be finished by Labor Day, about 10
days earlier than normal.

The harvest of 1976 passed rapidly--in part because
hot dry weather speeded maturation of crops and
provided ideal harvesting conditions and in part
because huge equipment has shortened the time
necessary to complete the work. When equipment
was smaller, neighbors paced their planting and
worked together during harvest. This was especially
true of threshing which required a large crew to
harvest even a small field. Today, a section of land
can be harvested with a few men· --one to operate the
combine and the others in trucks hauling grain.
Despite the frenzy during grain gathering, harvest
in North Dakota lasts several months. Harvest
begins with haying in June and extends past
Thanksgiving, when the last of the sunflowers are
brought in. If the winter is early, that job may wait
until spring--the sunflower crop is this resiliant. Of
course, the longer the delay, the greater the
losses to birds and the weather.

Market watching
With the 1976 crop in their bins, farmers will
watch the market with keen interest--especially since
this is an election year and because Gerald Ford
seems to have staked his political future on votes in
the wheat producing states of the Great Plains with
the choice of Kansas Sen. Robert Dole as his running
mate.

Indications that the administration will attempt to
stimulate wheat prices came in a reply to
a letter to the president from the North Dakota
Wheat Commission. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture, replying for Ford, noted, ''The Department is cognizant of the current depressed wheat
price and is giving priority to wheat under Public
Law 480 and Commodity Credit Corporation programs.

We have an accelerated program for new

P .L. 480 wheat agreements for the next fiscal year
beginning October I. We are also working on a
budget increase for CCC credit. Recognizing the
need to stimulate prices previous to the new fiscal
year, additional wheat will be shipped under P.L.
480 programs (to Korea and Pakistan). Several new
additional sales under P.L. 480 and CCC credit
program for shipment by September 30 are being
negotiated. We believe that the additonal quanities
of wheat programmed prior to October l, 1976, and
the accelerated wheat programs for the new fiscal
year will give stability to prices and perhaps
encourage other wheat importing nations to start

buying."
On August 23, the Department announced that 45
million bushels of wheat will be shipped under
P.L.480 programming between October and January.
Since June 1, the beginning of the current marketing
year, about 30 million bushels of wheat and flour
have been shipped under this foreign aid program.
Another 37 million bushels are to be shipped during
September. This totals 112 million bushels, "a
significant amount of wheat," according to the North
Dakota Wheat Commission.
Hard red spring and durum wheats usually do not'
move under P .L. 480 programs, but the sale of any
class of wheat "will help the supply/ demand
situation and, therefore, prices," the Wheat Commission said.

Any increase in the price of a bushel of wheat
would make the surprising bounty of this year's
harvest even more pleasant.
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